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Goal! Jack and Annie have tickets to one of the most exciting soccer games ever—the 1970
World Cup! They are sure the famous soccer player Pelé will tell them a “secret of greatness.”
The game is nonstop action and the stands are packed. But how will they find Pelé in a crowd of
100,000 soccer fans? Have they failed their mission? Or will the answer come when they least
expect it?Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid?Magic Tree House:
Adventures with Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter booksMerlin
Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced readerSuper Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventureFact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree
House adventuresHave more fun with Jack and Annie at MagicTreeHouse.com!

About the AuthorMARY POPE OSBORNE is the author of the New York Times number one
bestselling Magic Tree House series as well as co-author of the Magic Tree House Fact Tracker
series, along with her husband, Will, and her sister, Natalie Pope Boyce. SAL MURDOCCA has
illustrated over 200 children’s books and textbooks. He teaches children’s illustration at Parsons
School of Design in New York City. For more information, visit the Magic Tree House® website at
MagicTreeHouse.com!
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Balto of the Blue Dawn (Magic Tree House (R) Merlin Mission) Shadow of the Shark (Magic Tree
House (R) Merlin Mission) High Time for Heroes (Magic Tree House (R) Merlin Mission) Night of
the Ninth Dragon (Magic Tree House (R) Merlin Mission) Hurry Up, Houdini! (Magic Tree House
(R) Merlin Mission) A Big Day for Baseball (Magic Tree House (R)) Stallion by Starlight (Magic
Tree House (R) Merlin Mission) National Geographic Kids Everything Soccer: Score Tons of
Photos, Facts, and Fun
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Jeffrey Watts, “Always great Magic treehouse!. Fantastic story, have yet to have a
disappointment with the series. My kids love to read them all!”

Lisa S, “Fiction! Fun! Good Read!. The Magic Tree House series is great for any third or fourth
grade kid. This particular book, Soccer on Sundays, is great for any soccer fan. The Magic Tree
House series, is fictional history and combines the imagination with facts to keep the interest of
a kid. My child who loves soccer really enjoyed this book, as well as other Magic Tree House
books.”

JZ, “Excellent mix of story telling and education. Our 5 year old picked this book for our read
aloud story. The prologue gives insight about the magic treehouse and brings you up to speed a
bit since it’s not the first book, which is very helpful because we would’ve been lost on the magic
part without an explanation. The story is simple enough for our young child to follow and has
good vocabulary and complexity for the recommended ages 7-10. The story is interwoven with
lessons on history, culture, language, problem solving, and kindness. The story I give a 5 Star
review.Unfortunately our product arrived with the cover very bent/wrinkled and a couple pages
were folded, I don’t think it was new. 3️For the actual condition of the book.”

Author/Reviewer Geri Ahearn, “"DELIGHTFUL, FUN-FILLED, EDUCATIONAL, AND
ENTERTAINING!". Mary Pope Osborne delivers another great adventure in 'Soccer On Sunday'
as Jack and Annie venture out in an inspiring journey to a soccer field in Mexico. Once they
arrive, they must find the secret of greatness for Merlin, remembering the top priority to this
mission.To the children's surprise, they meet a young soccer player, who has had a special
dream, while following the footsteps of a famed hero. Will this dream come true, and will Jack
and Annie find the secret of greatness?The author pens another intriguing installment to this fun-
filled series, which I've followed in the past. Young readers will be inspired by the exciting story,
which encourages team-work, and discipline of the sports world. The illustrations bring the
colorful characters to life as the delightful story enhances reading skills for children in grades
2-5. Highly recommended for parents, teachers, and child-care providers.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Love these books!. My twins have been enjoying the Magic Tree House
books! Each book teaches them something new either about a person, time or place in history.
The author has done a great job incorporating learning so many different things into these
books.”

CN, “Great. Book was for my grandson and he loves it.”

Donald Peterson, “Soccer on Sunday. Another great book from Mary Pope Osbourne. Our kids



have loved this series from the beginning. The way the author can pull you into the story is great
for readers especially young readers. My wife takes turns with our girls reading & they absolutely
love it. They can't wait to start reading when a new book comes out. One adventure after
another. So you know that boys or girls will enjoy this. It is a chapter book so it is a little hard for
kids learning to read but read with an adult the story is enjoyed easier.”

Nonna Ann, “He plays soccer and I thought he would really enjoy this book. I purchased this
book and three others for my grandson. He plays soccer and I thought he would really enjoy this
book. He loves it!The book includes a meeting with the soccer great, Pele. It gave me a chance
to teach my grandson some soccer history as well.”

Samir, “Five Stars. Kids are enjoying the Magic Tree House series. Well worth it.”

Gowri Vishwanath, “Soccer on TV,Soccer on Magic Tree!!. Mary Pope Osborne has lived up to
her image.Enjoyable Reading”

Gdulisse, “Five Stars. Highly recommend these.”

Guy Chamberlain, “Five Stars. Granddaughter loves it!”

Ruby, “Four Stars. Well written”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 664 people have provided feedback.
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Language: English
Paperback: 3️43️ pages
Item Weight: 8.9 ounces
Dimensions: 5.7 x 0.16 x 8.5 inches
Hardcover: 115 pages
Reading age: 6 - 9 years, from customers
Lexile measure: 570L
Grade level: 2 - 5
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